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Overview
About us
EIT Digital is a leading European open innovation organisation. Our
mission is to foster digital technology innovation and entrepreneurial
talent for economic growth and quality of life in Europe. We bring together
entrepreneurs from a partnership of over 130 top European corporations,
SMEs, start-ups, universities and research institutes.
EIT Digital invests in strategic areas to accelerate the market uptake of
research-based digital technologies and to bring entrepreneurial talent and
leadership to Europe. Our innovation and education activities are organised
in and around our co-location centres, where students, researchers,
engineers, business developers and entrepreneurs come together to drive
the digitalisation of society.
EIT Digital is a Knowledge and Innovation Community of the European
Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT). Since 2010, EIT Digital is
consistently mobilising talents, ideas, technologies, investments and
business across Europe and beyond to stimulate disruptive digital
innovation. The headquarter is in Brussels with co-location centres in
Berlin, Eindhoven, London, Helsinki, Paris, Stockholm, Trento, as well as in
Budapest and Madrid.
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Udo Bub

Node Director, EIT Digital Germany
Management Committee Owner
Privacy, Security & Trust
udo.bub@eitdigital.eu

Welcome letter
intro
It is the mission of EIT Digital to boost and foster digital technology in Europe
for better economic growth and quality of life. As information technologies
have become an integral part of it, we need a high level of security in the
digital world. Security has a key role not only for new products, but also as
enabler in all of the application areas of IT.
The Action Line Privacy, Security & Trust has the goal to promote innovative
products and services that offer data privacy and security and enable
innovative applications in digital space not only in private life but also for
business. The transversal nature of IT security makes Privacy, Security &
Trust also one of the key innovation enablers of EIT Digital. It displays its
responsibility to help to grow the founding background of IT security: the
ability to safely use a digital identity to get access to more useful secure
digital services at all times.

Biography Udo Bub
Udo Bub is heading EIT Digital Germany as Node Director and EIT ICT Labs Germany GmbH as
the Managing Director since the beginning of 2012. He is also co-founder of Deutsche Telekom
Laboratories (T-Labs) and long time member of its executive team (2004 thru end of 2011). His
areas of responsibility there included R&D in Human-Computer-Interaction, ICT Architecture, ICT
Infrastructure, and ICT Security as well as the T-Labs operations in Israel. Dr. Bub has received
his degrees (Dr.-Ing., Dipl.-Ing.) at TU Munich and has held long-term research appointments
at Carnegie Mellon University’s School of Computer Science in Pittsburgh, PA, and at Siemens’
Corporate Technology in Munich. He is lecturer of ICT Systems Engineering at TU Berlin and
author or co-author of 50+ peer reviewed journal and conference publications. Before taking up
his current positions, he had spent six years as a management and technology consultant in the
telecommunications industry from 1998 thru 2003.
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EIT Digital Privacy, Security
& Trust Action Line
A Protected Blended Life
The EIT Digital Action Line for Privacy, Security & Trust (PST
AL) addresses the growing challenges of data security and
privacy in cyberspace.
The Mission of this AL is to support users and businesses in
protecting their digital assets and transactions, promoting
robust and safe products and services that realise data
privacy and security.
There is a strong need (with continuously rising awareness)
for cyber-security solutions currently not met by existing
market offers, often due to fragmentation of solutions and
regulations or due to lack of trust of current providers.
A perceived lack of safety slows down business operations
and requires extensive and expensive risk management.
EIT Digital partnership (e.g. with mobile operators and
technology providers) has suitable expertise and can place
service offerings on the market and the European providers
have trust advantage over US-based providers.
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Privacy, Security & Trust Action Line Priorities
1. Privacy-aware federated digital ID management & strong authentication.
Widely adopted and deployed innovative solutions for secure and privacy-aware federated
e-authentication and e-identification of persons, organisations, things, services, etc. will create
a basis for more secure, authentic and trustworthy products and services, cross-nationally
and nationally, a springboard for trusted personal data management and more trust among
people and organisations in Europe.
2. Data privacy in online/mobile applications, services and communications.
Data privacy is the user’s control and the security of sensitive data during their whole life
cycle, where the data can be personal, financial, industrial, etc. Losing control of sensitive
data in cyberspace may put at risk property, industrial and financial assets, public safety,
jobs, liberty, and even life of citizens. If there is no data privacy, then cyberspace will be
vulnerable to cyber-attacks, even by less sophisticated attackers.
3. Protection of mobile computing devices against malicious software and intrusions.
Smart mobile devices contain all kinds of sensitive data, including application data, phone
numbers, contacts, location data, credentials for m-authentication as well as industrial
secrets and other business data. Mobile devices require timely solutions for strong remote
authentication, due to pervasive applications and mobility. They also require urgent solutions
for real-time protection against rapidly evolving malicious apps and intrusions that need to
be adapted to battery and connectivity constraints. The solutions typically extend to desktop
endpoint computing devices.

www.eitdigital.eu
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Targets of the Privacy, Security & Trust Action Line
Digital Identity Management:
Europe-wide federated identity platform; Privacy-aware and cost-effective
EIT Digital endorsed e-authentication and identity management services
and products to be commercialised; Real-world testing in selected
application scenarios, including e-payment, e-government, e-health, and
smart spaces.
Data Privacy:
Creative Commons licenses incorporating data privacy; Concrete technical
solutions, in terms of software & hardware security tokens, for data privacy
in selected application scenarios, including user profiling, e-voting, smart
energy, and Cloud computing; Feasibility studies of end-to-end protection
in data communications; market preparation and first commercially
successful products and services.
Mobile Cyber-Security, addressing malicious software in mobile and
online applications:
Demonstrate problems with existing solutions; Innovative and cost-effective
solutions for anti-malware protection, especially for mobile devices, e.g.
by combining efficient client agents and cloud based services; Feasibility
study of massive and privacy-aware anti-malware scanning of devices
connected to the Internet.
Societal Impact:
European citizens protected via authentic and more trustworthy mobile
services and products; Less abuse of sensitive data; Less cyber-crimes;
More trust among people and organisations in Europe; More trust in digital
technology, applications and services; Raised social awareness.
Economic Impact:
Successful (European) businesses with significant market share (digital
identity management, online and mobile privacy solutions, anti-malware
products and services); Less economic damage due to cyber-crimes
(online identity theft, fraud, fake services and products); Lower costs for
effective protection compared to proprietary protection solutions; Lowered
obstacles catalyse business transactions; Safer environment supports
growth of European mobile operators.
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Jovan Golic

Action Line Leader
for Privacy, Security & Trust

jovan.golic@eitdigital.eu

Biography Jovan Golic
Jovan Golic has been working in the field of information security for more than three decades,
both in academic and industrial world. In his current position at the Security Lab of Telecom
Italia Group, he has been working on a number of projects related to data anonymization and
pseudonymization, format-preserving and syntax-preserving encryption, pseudorandom
number generation and stream ciphers, true random number generation in hardware, secure
hardware implementations, secret sharing and key agreement protocols, intrusion detection,
statistical anomaly detection, biometric authentication, authentication in ad hoc networks,
security in information-centric networks, and embedded SIM protocols. He has been also
involved in startup creation and delivering services and products to the market.
Before joining Telecom Italia in 2003, he had worked for two years with the Rome CryptoDesign
Center of Gemplus, the world-known smart card company, on the design of smart cards with
enhanced security features, such as resistance to side-channel attacks and high-quality
true random number generation. Before that, he has pursued an academic career, including
professorial or research positions at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Belgrade,
the Information Security Research Centre, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, the
Institute of Applied Mathematics and Electronics, Belgrade, as well as the School of Electrical
Engineering, Cornell University.
Jovan Golic established a worldwide reputation for his research and innovation contributions to
many areas of cryptography, cryptanalysis, hardware security, network security, and information
security in general. He has published more than one hundred papers in prestigious international
journals and book series, e.g., 25 papers in the IEEE Transactions. He holds a dozen international
patents or patent applications, produced while working with Telecom Italia.
Jovan Golic has been the Action Line Leader for Privacy, Security & Trust of the EIT Digital since
July 2013.

www.eitdigital.eu
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Privacy Security & Trust
Business Community
Wolfgang Kniejski and Marco Senigalliesi

Business Communities are marketplaces that connect the
carriers of innovation to any interested customer, within EIT
Digital for each of the so called “Action Lines”. The Privacy
Security & Trust (PST) action line is about understanding how
information technologies impact the privacy of individuals
as well as about developing new privacy-preserving and
secure technologies to protect them. This action line is
transversal to most of the other action lines of EIT Digital
(www.eitdigital.eu/innovation-entrepreneurship/overview/)
From the market perspective, EIT Digital consists of
technology providers (innovation suppliers). Therefore it
needs to reach out to technology users (the demand side).
This is accomplished through the Business Community,
which is a cybersecurity marketplace. Start-ups and marketready innovations in general struggle with identifying and
acquiring target customers. In particular, it is challenging
and time consuming to identify business decision makers
in complex organizations, be it in private business or in the
public sector. It is also difficult to select events, which would
be attended by an important pool of target customers with
high potential, to be later translated into actual deals closed
or funds raised. On the demand side, with more numerous
but not always of high quality solutions, in particular from
the business continuity perspective, innovation buyers/
investors are forced to dedicate more time and effort to scout
for suitable innovative products, which would match their
business and organizational needs in order to sustain their
competitive advantage on the market. With the dynamic
growth of innovation actors on both supply and demand
side, there is a big opportunity in creating marketplaces
for stakeholders interested in Privacy, Security & Trust
innovation topics for the (business) application.
Such marketplaces aim at co-creating a win-win solution by
gathering high-quality and targeted participants in a trusted
setting with confirmed commercial interest and strong value
proposition curated by EIT Digital thanks to its expertise and
leveraging its network.
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The PST Business Community
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The PST Business Community is such a unique European
marketplace connecting innovation buyers (and investors)
with selected EIT Digital start-ups and market-ready
innovations for deal and match making. The PST Business
Community also enables market-pull of innovation and
facilitates fund raising for EIT Digital start-ups. The PST
Business Community will enhance the investment of EIT
Digital in coached start-ups and so called “Innovation
Activities” on the one hand and strengthen its brand in the
European and global innovation market on the other. As
dedicated and innovative marketplace, the PST Business
Community promotes carefully selected innovation output
(activities’ solutions, start-ups’ products) to relevant
prospects through a series of marketing tools and actions
(website, public events, flyers, success stories, testimonials,
word of mouth...). Selected business decision makers, both
from the private business and public sector, receive content
relevant to their interest.
Thus, the PST Business Community supports EIT Digital
PST start-ups and innovation activities in their commercial
success with the goal of closing deals and in case of start-ups
also connect them to potential investors (industrial, venture
capital) to support fundraising or industrial exit. The thus
selected and approved start-ups were assigned to the
three priority lines of the PST action line, to the country
of their origin and to the countries of their target markets.
The status quo of this selection and market segmentation
process is illustrated in the following chart:

LEGEND
AL “Innovation projecs”
Startups to be coached
Coached PST startups
AL spin-off
AL Activity sub-grantees

Market Segmentation of PST Business Community start-ups
Berlin
Secure and Privacy-aware
E-authentication and Digital
Identity Management

Protection of Data Privacy
in Online and Mobile
Applications, Services
and Communications

www.eitdigital.eu

Eindhoven
IA “15383
FIDES”

KEIT

Madrid

Paris

BioMetSoft

Stockholm

Trento

CryptoBrand

Qkey
IA “15215
CROWDS. PRIVACY”
Crowdee

CryptTalk

MobiCard

Mobile Cyber-Security,
Addressing Malicious
Software in Mobile
and Online Applications

Other

Budapest

GuardSquare

SIS Software

Security Matters

IA “15320
HC@WORKS”

AWTech

DeveryWare

Chino

SolidShield
Eithertrust

Sentryo

IA “14265
CADENCE”
IA “14504
MobileShield”
Cleafy
JUSP
Kopjra
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The PST Business Communities will sharpen the value
proposition and improve the commercialisation potential of
activities and start-ups, thereby contribute to the EIT Digital
business growth and employment in Europe. To reach these
goals, the PST Business Community work-plan consists of
3 elements:
- Business Community kick-off preparation and operations
Identification of the BC portfolio: qualified start-ups and
activities and their business owners
• Market segmentation of BC portfolio
• Market screening for matching business decision 		
makers and/or investors
- Business Community events and lead generation
Identification of lead generating events with relevant
partners and business developers (e.g. kick-off meeting,
own or third party events; end of year event combined
with showing results of running & ending activities,
coached start-ups, Idea Challenge final event, investor
pitching, etc.)
• Market screening for lead-generating events, based
on related experience with focus on specialized events
• Participation in own and third party events
- Business Community follow-up
Start-ups managers and business owners shall follow up
on the matchmaking leads. Supported by the EIT Digital
Business Development Accelerator and the Access-toFinance team they shall meet interested buyers and/
or investors in order to engage in deal making and fund
raising.
Nowadays, the process of innovation has to be understood
as a cooperative, interactive and globally networked process
that has to be planned and performed from an international
point of view. Through the creatively developed PST
Business community EIT Digital has succeeded creating a
new environment for innovation. The partnership network
operates technologies to make them more compelling for
investors down the line, assisting with milestones and using
strategy to maximise the valuation inflation while moving the
product closer to market and a profitable exit. Networking is
key to a sustainable international business model. Through
its wide international network the PST Business Community
has helped many SMEs to get in touch with companies in the
same field or other enterprises, complementing each other’s
business philosophy and thus form successful international
business partnerships.
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Biography Dr. h.c. Wolfgang Kniejski
wolfgang.kniejski@eitdigital.eu

After finishing studying business management and economics at the
University of Mannheim, Germany, Wolfgang Kniejski started his business
career in 1991 as the Financial Manager of Fraunhofer Institute for
Computer Graphics, in Darmstadt, Germany. In 1999 he took the position
as Business Manager of INI-GraphicsNet Foundation, since 2004 he was appointed as its
Treasurer and Business Director. In this capacity he developed and implemented successfully
methodologies and processes to support the technology commercialisation for universities
and research institutions via licensing and spin-off activities. Mr. Kniejski spun his technology
commercialisation knowledge off into his own company and created INI-Novation GmbH as an
innovation management and consulting entity. He is represented as shareholder in the Boards of
several high-tech spin-off companies and technology transfer organisations all over the world,
as well as through his membership in several professional advisory bodies. Wolfgang Kniejski is
member of the EIT Digital Business Development Accelerator team, located in the South West
German region.

Biography Dr. Eng. Marco Senigalliesi
marco.senigalliesi@eitdigital.eu

Marco Senigalliesi is an electronic engineer graduated at Politecnico of
Milano with specialisation in telecommunications and broadcasting and
has a Master in telecommunications. Marco has more than 20 years
work experience in a wide range of companies. He worked for main
Italian telco operators in different technical and managing roles. He covered responsibility
roles in little companies and startups focused on telecommunications as well as ICT services
B2B and B2C. Founder and owner of a startup, then he was back to corporates and worked for
international main contractors involved in great infrastructural project (oil&gas, transportation,
building management system, safety and security, airports, hospitals) in USA, Saudi Arabia, Arab
Emirates, Iraq, and Libya. He also taught at Politecnico di Milano: lessons, lectures and seminars
on next generation telecommunication networks. Currently Marco Senigalliesi works for and
represents Trento Rise Association in the Italian node of the European initiative EIT Digital as
Business Developer.

Biography Matteo Cevese
matteo.cevese@eitdigital.eu

Matteo is Community Coordinator of the Privacy, Security & Trust Business
Community of EIT Digital and Communications Manager of the New
Business Creation Unit of Trento RISE, the Italian core partner of EIT Digital
for research, education & business activities.
Matteo holds a MA in Communications Sciences from University of Padova, Italy, and a MA in
Media Studies from the University of Amsterdam. He has 8 years experience in Communications
& Marketing; in the past he worked in public affairs in Brussels for the advertising industry, and in
the dissemination & communications in the Innovation area of a Research Centre .
In 2012 he joined the New Business Creation Unit of Trento Rise and established & coordinated
the communications activities to set up the local startup community and dealflow actvities,
including setting up TechPeaks (www.techpeaks.eu) a public and international accelerator
program for ICT start-ups based in Trento, Italy.
He currently also manages the track on Privacy Security & Trust for the EIT Digital Idea Challenge
business competition (ideachallenge.eitdigital.eu).

www.eitdigital.eu
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2014
2015

Innovation Activities

www.eitdigital.eu
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Innovation Activities 2014
Security Threat Identification and Testing:
STIATE Toolkit
Increasing the resilience of cyber infrastructures
The STIATE SW Toolkit for in-depth threat analysis and
security logic testing of collaborative business applications
comprises both a back-end providing industrial strength API
for model checking and automated test case execution and a
front-end for featuring user-friendly plug-ins for specifying
security-relevant aspects of applications. To achieve the
flexibility and performance requirements posed by the
production environments, the STIATE Toolkit is engineered
in such a way to support incremental generation of test
cases and leverage the multi-cores available in current
hardware.
Proactive approach to cyber defences was addressed by
this activity, which resulted in a matured methodology
and an industrial-strength software toolkit for in-depth
formal security evaluation of cryptographic communication
protocols, mainly targeting government and enterprise
sectors. Its market potential increases by broadening the
scope to conducting static formal security analysis of any
software expressed in terms of sequence diagrams. The
achievements also include a highly-rated doctoral-level
course and related technology adoptions.

( partners )
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Innovation Activities 2014
Cyber Attack Detector Engineering
for Commercial Exploitation: CADENCE
Improving cyber defence
CADENCE detects statistical anomalies in network traffic.
It detects anomalous command and control network traffic
caused by malicious software in APT attacks. No prior
information about the attack is needed. CADENCE does not
look at the traffic content. CADENCE is preserving users’
privacy.
Reactive approach to cyber defences was addressed by this
activity, which resulted in SOC-based service performing
offline network traffic monitoring and malware detection by
statistical anomaly detection tools based on Netflow-level
packet inspection.

( partners )

www.eitdigital.eu
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Innovation Activities 2014
Identity and Access Management
for the Internet of Things
Identity management
for the non-human participants
Common identity and access management (IAM) mechanisms are too resource consuming. Tailor-made solutions
for constrained devices are needed. Identity and Access
Management for the Internet of Things matures and standardizes novel lightweight IAM mechanisms, in order to
improve security in existing Internet of Things (IoT) services
and enable new telecom business opportunities.
The activity resulted in the maturation of the so-called TERO-PUF technology for remote identification of embedded
chips, contributions to IETF standards on the authentication
and authorization in constrained environments, contributions to GSMA on the security analysis of embedded SIM
authentication techniques, proposal of several use cases, as
well as the related technology adoptions and transfers.

( partners )
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Innovation Activities 2014
Secure Digital Identity Management:
SDIM
Advanced solutions for secure id management
The Secure Digital Identity Management (SDIM) focuses on
new technologies in identity and access management like
SIM cards and Near Field Communication (NFC), which so far
have been little used for identity management on a business
process level. SDIM aims at designing an architecture that
implements standard-based identity federation supporting
cross-national identity, links together various access channels, identity and service providers, applications, and is open
to third party integrations.
The activity resulted in a STORK-based platform for federated identity management which facilitates the creation of
new services and business opportunities European wide. It
was tested and validated for the use cases including smart
university, e-government, e-passport, smart data sharing,
and personal data store. Advanced SIM card technology is
used for storing the credentials for strong remote authentication.

( partners )

www.eitdigital.eu
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Innovation Activities 2014
Real-Time Security Shield for Mobile
Platforms
Mobile security
Anti-fraud and privacy protection services provided by
Real-Time Security Shield for Mobile Platforms increase the
level of security and privacy of current mobile platforms.
Services can be easily implemented on top of existing mobile
platforms as additional security & private services, which
the users can run together with their mobile applications.
The solutions also include high-security virtualisation
platform, which can be used for protection against APTs,
such as rootkits.
This activity combines three different approaches in two
new services and one innovative technology for privacy and
security protection on mobile devices. One is the F-Secure
Freedome Cloud service for privacy and security on mobile
devices, which achieved a great market success in less than
ten months in 2014 with more than 1.5M downloads of
the client app. The other is the Reply SOC-based anti-fraud
service for real-time mobile traffic monitoring, enriched with
the mobile device usage profiling client/server software
developed by University of Trento. The new, market-ready
technology is the TU Berlin high-security virtualisation
platform based on a formally verified hypervisor, with secure
monitoring of the insecure virtual machine able to detecting
and removing Advanced Persistent Threats (APT).
( partners )
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Innovation Activities 2015
Engineering Privacy and Security
in Crowdsourcing Environments
along all Components
Facing entrepreneurs’ resistance against usage of crowdsourcing in massive ways in the EU today, this proposal
engineers trust in all components of a confidential crowdsourcing ecosystem. First, intelligent data-level methods
will be brought to transfer maturity and novel methods,
e.g. chunking, scattering, spreading, or sequencing of data
container. Also best practice directive on how to efficiently
apply a map-reduce like strategy for crowdsourcing will be
distilled. In parallel, ensuring privacy and security in the UI,
the information transmission and display to crowd workers will require, e.g., advanced anonymization techniques.
Ultimately, the technology will be evaluated in running
crowdsourcing systems according to privacy, security, and
service quality parameters, which act as trade-offs. Beyond,
new business models will be developed to conquer mostly
untapped markets. After all, a European Start-Up foundation applying the developments is explicitly within scope.

( partners )

www.eitdigital.eu
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Innovation Activities 2015
FIDES
Building on results of relevant European initiatives, such as
STORK, FutureID, Kantara and SDIM, the FIDES project will
define a technical blueprint for a federated and interoperable
identity management platform, compliant with the current
regulations, such as eIDAS, Data Protection and the most
relevant national legislations, such as SPID in Italy, in order
to define suitable guidelines for a privacy-preserving identity
infrastructure service provider. The overall framework
architecture will be implemented and a related set of
services developed, deriving technical requirements from
the blueprint and realizing components and functionalities.
A working prototype of the FIDES platform will then be
realized, by integrating and testing the overall solution,
identifying technical procedures and defining the business
model for service provisioning. A set of suitable use cases
in a controlled test environment will be developed, with the
aim to validate the overall framework against real usage
scenarios. Finally, a Pilot in a real world environment will be
deployed, which will involve identity services provided either
by a public administration or by a private.

( partners )
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Innovation Activities 2015
HC@WORKS
Homomorphic Encryption (HE) is a new kind of disruptive
cryptographic techniques which on top of allowing the
scrambling of data in order to protect their confidentiality
also provides the necessary mathematical building blocks
for the execution of general algorithms directly on encrypted
data. As such, HE is a unique ground breaking software-only
technology allowing to enforce the confidentiality of data
when they are manipulated by untrusted servers without
decryption and without disclosing any secret to those servers.
The HC@WORKS project will demonstrate the feasibility
of embedding HE-based privacy-preserving processing
techniques by the development of three industrial pilots
integrated in the product lines of their respective carriers:
Thales CYBELS (cybersecurity), Atos CSG (eHealth) and
Engineering OPENNESS.sec (social intelligence). This will
be done by leveraging on supporting previously developed
software tools as well as the unique experimental results
obtained by CEA LIST which demonstrates the practicality
of present day HE performances on a set of lightweight
yet real-world algorithms representative of the project use
cases.

( partners )

www.eitdigital.eu
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16
startups

Startup Portfolio
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1
AWTech
We develop solutions to organize,
localize and share your information.
Whenever, wherever you are.

Keywords

AWDoc-Anywhere Documents.
Every individual, corporation, organisation and company
has to share confidential documents in a variety of different
situations.
This need usually arises during the document creation
phase, to prepare for meetings or committees, or simply
during the normal review cycle, that pertains to any
operational structure.
With AWDoc you can avoid using unsafe tools such as email
to distribute confidential documents.
AWDoc ensures that documents will only be visible to
authorised users and only through the AWDoc APP.
You can prevent them from being copied, printed or exported
to other applications; you can include a custom watermark
and set a validity period after which time the documents can
no longer be accessed.
The solution is highly expandable and can be adapted
to different business strategies: a) Individual user; b)
Professional studio or small business; c) Large organisations,
using Cloud, Public or Private configurations.

Synch & Share,
Security, Digital Sign,
Document Security,
Collaboration
Software, Governace,
Compliance,
Document Annotation,
Boards of Director,
Data Rooms,
Technical Committees,
Confidential
Documents,
Sharing Confidential
Informations

www.awdoc.com
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Product / Service
AWDoc AnyWhere Documents
Confidential documents, shared anywhere,
with just a CLICK!
Locally, on the local network, in the “Cloud“,
in a simple, secure, affordable and reliable way.
AWDoc ensures that documents will only be visible
to authorised users and only through the AWDoc
APP.

Market
- Enterprises BOARD and Corporate
GOVERNANCE processes, Data Rooms, R&D,
Sharing of technical confidential projects
- Public Bodies Compliance with Security
and Governance policies
- SME / SOHO Lean Document
Management,Mail Integration, Digital Sign

Status / Traction
- Product maturity: Excellent references in Italy
and Spain
- High level of internal competency in this area
- Complete control and ownership of AWDoc
technologies

Key Success Factors

Investment
- 800.000 – 1.500.000 €
- Multi-Country support for business
development and sales management
- Local partnership in selected European
Countries for customers support and
maintenance activities
- Define local Service Providers with a software
distribution profile
- Time to market acceleration

Team
FABRIZIO GHELARDUCCI
CEO
fabrizio.ghelarducci@awtech.it
CLAUDIO ROSSO
CTO
c.rosso@awtech.it

RoadMap
1 - SAAS SOHO version
- EU service provider engagement
2 - Mail Integration and automatic 		
document classification
3 - S3 services integration
- Open API for third party integration

- No impact on existing infrastructure
- Docs are self managed by the Owner,
(requiring IT involvement
only for Enterprise systems integration)
- Enabling a secure BYOD approach
to confidential docs
- Mail Integration and automatic document
classification

www.eitdigital.eu
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2
Bizinnov
Protection and development of innovation
The IMSS (Inter Mediation Secure System) architecture is a
technology based on Bayesian statistics whose purpose is
to secure information systems and sensitive data.
The user’s typing rhythm on the keyboard is analyzed
and processed by IMSS which thus creates a behavioral
biometric profile, allowing the user to access data, through
a remote secure gateway.
IMSS protects against security flaws inherent to the use
of login/passwords authentication, tokens, OTP (one-time
passwords) or biometrics based on physical characteristics
(iris, fingerprints, face recognition…).

Keywords
Sensitive Data
Security,
Strong Behavioral
Biometric
Authentication,
Keystroking
Recognition,
Vital Importance
Operators Access
Control,
Self-Learning
Technology,
Cloud Oriented

bizinnov.com
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Product / Service
- IMSS is a technology whose purpose
is to secure information systems and sensitive
data, based on behavioral biometrics
- IMSS uses keystroke recognition to identify
the user and verify if they’re allowed to access
the data

Market
- Crucial operators such as power plants,
air and train traffic control, banks…
- Governments
- Management Committees and Executive
Committees
- Any organization that needs strong access
control security to protect sensitive data
and information systems

Status / Traction
- 2 working demo platforms (in Monaco
and Tours)
- Negotiation process for Proof Of Concept
(with SNCF)
- Candidacy for French innovation
and technology awards in order to gain
more visibility
- Application for European grants

Investment
-

Estimated EV : 3M €
Investment required : 2M€ for 3 years
Investor equity share : 33%
Estimated annual revenue in 3 years : 5M€

Team
AMÉLIA LAKRAFI
CEO
a.lakrafi@bizinnov.com
MICHEL JUDDE
CTO
michel.judde@free.fr

RoadMap
1 - POC (National level)
- Collect funds for further R&D
2 - OEM integration into cyber-security
suites and/or ERP
- Find Marketing and Distribution partners
3 - Internationalization:
first Europe, then the rest of the world

Key Success Factors
- No passwords/tokens to remember, give
or steal : the user’s keystroke signature
is unique and cannot be replicated
- Detects if the user who tries to identify
is under a threat, combined with a live hotline
for assistance
- Self-learning technology
- Works on all supports (computers,
tablets, smartphones…) and adapts
to all infrastructures
- SaaS : worldwide data access,
24/7 with an internet connexion

www.eitdigital.eu
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Chino
Secure API & Storage for health data according
to EU data protection laws

Keywords

Mobile health applications are disrupting the healthcare
sector by bringing huge innovation and improving the quality
of care. However, by their very nature such apps collect and
store extremely privacy sensitive data, and therefore need
to comply with security and privacy requirements defined
by data protection laws. For application developers fulfilling
privacy constraints in line with applicable laws represents a
painful, costly, and potentially extremely risky activity due to
the possibility of data loss or thefts.
Chino provides to application developers a service to
safely store and manage sensitive data, seamlessly
applying existing privacy laws and policies. It gives them
the opportunity to outsource law compliance issues and to
focus on value added activities such as app development
and satisfying their users needs. By doing so, Chino
aims at facilitating and speeding up mHealth application
development and therefore innovation uptake.

Secure Api,
Secure Storage,
Health Data Security,
Eu Data Protection,
Mhealth App
Development

www.chino.io
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Product / Service
- Secure API & Storage for health data according
to EU Data Protection Laws

Market
-

mHealh
eHealth
Wellbeing
Wearable
Telemedicine
EHR / PHR

Status / Traction
- 4 beta testers
- Participation to EU projects
- Public since June

Key Success Factors
-

Simplicity
Efficiency
Market need
Cost-effective

www.eitdigital.eu

Investment
- 40k Idea Challenge 1st prize

Team
JOVAN STEVOVIC
CEO
jovan@chino.io
STEFANO TRANQUILLINI
CTO
stefano@chino.io

RoadMap
1 - 11/14 – Idea Challenge
- 12/14 – Company established
2 - 3/15 – Public beta
- 5/15 – Finalist eHealth Week
3 - 6/15 – Public
- Next: Customer acquisition
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Cleafy
Real-time web-page integrity detection
and protection

Keywords

For its very nature an Internet service provider cannot verify
in real time if the web resource sent to that client has been
properly delivered, visualized and used by the real person.
Cleafy reframes the problem: the lack of retrofit in clientserver web communications and the lack of user physical
presence are the core of large part of Internet vulnerabilities.

Web fraud, detection,
prevention,
real-time, client-less,
signature-less,
zero-day, malware,
APT, advanced
persistent threats,
man-in-the-browser,
MitB,
Man-in-the-middle,
XSS, Cross-site
scripting, XRF,
Cross-site request
forgery, external script
behaviour, bot,
scraping, access control

www.cleafy.com
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Product / Service
- For its very nature an Internet service provider
cannot verify in real time
if the web resource sent to that client
has been properly delivered, visualized
and used by the real person.
- Cleafy reframes the problem:
the lack of retrofit in client-server web
communications and the lack of user physical
presence are the core of large part of Internet
vulnerabilities.

Market
-

Internet Banking
Financial Services
Online Payment Systems
e-Commerce
Healthcare data access
Login systems in general
Enterprise web-app monitoring
in intranet and internet
- Public administration

Status / Traction
- 2 solutions deployed in production
on about 2.4 million users in the Banking
industry
- 3 international patent pending

Key Success Factors
Solution operates client-less, signature less and
is fully application independent and transparent:
- Real-time web-page integrity source-code
verification + malware inject extraction +
AJAX and POST data integrity verification +
web-page integrity protection + XSS attacks
identification and annihilation
- Auto-recognition of good vs malware web
page modifications
- Man vs bot access control

www.eitdigital.eu

Investment
- Early Stage invesment (Undisclosed ammount)
- Business Angels
- Industrial Partner and a VC for early stage
investment
- Amount undisclosed

Team
MATTEO BOGANA
CEO, co-founder
mb@cleafy.com

CARMINE GIANGREGORIO
R&D Dev, co-founder
cg@cleafy.com

NICOLÒ PASTORE
CTO, co-founder
np@cleafy.com

EMANUELE PARRINELLO
Senior Dev
ep@cleafy.com

PAOLO RIMMAUDO
Analyst, co-founder
pr@cleafy.com

RoadMap
1 - Product Development
- Beta version release
- Market inspection
2 - General Release deploy
- Pilot Customers
3 - Deploy on massive traffic
- Key customers acquisition
- Growth plan definition
WE ARE HERE
4 - Investment round
- Team consolidation
5 - Strategic Industrial Partnerships
- Massive go to market (EU&US)
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Crowdee
Secure, Mobile, and Expert Crowdsourcing
for Reali-Time Processing of Confidential
Enterprise Data

Keywords

Crowdee opens up the next generation of crowd- and
expert-sourcing on two novel dimensions:
Firstly, on our mobile platform for real-time processing we
provide security and confidentiality customizable according
to your individual needs. Exploit and customize our
workforce to verify locations, collect new data in the field,
search content or supervise media or channels. In any case,
for you will be served within seconds, as we are pioneering
with real-time services on mobile devices.
Secondly, always ensuring highest quality standards,
our platform uniquely enables orchestration and logical
connection in between any two or more micro-tasks.
Connect different tasks, locations and work-groups at your
discretion. Have locals giving recommendations, crowd
workers searching and rolling-out, and verify all the work by
experts in just one Crowdee job. Whatever you pain might
be, Crowdee operates your future expert workforce on your
demand to solve it!

Secure Crowdsourcing,
Anonymization,
Micro-Tasking,
Recommendations,
Real-Time Processing,
Mobile, LBS,
Location-based
Services,
Data Analytics, Cloud,
Labeling, Tagging,
Human Sensors,
Expert-Sourcing,
Human-On-Demand,
Human-as-a-Service

www.crowdee.de
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Product / Service
- Mobile Micro-Job Marketplace for Secure
and Real-Time Expert- Crowdsourcing

Market
-

Crowdsourcing/Micro Task
Innovation and R&D
Retail
Market Research

Status / Traction
- Initial MVP-ready
- First pilots done
- Next:
- foundation in 3Q2015 (GmbH)
- Market entry + VC
- Inner-EIT BCs support

Key Success Factors
-

Mobile (LBS),
Real-time
Secure: corporate data protection
Superior quality of mobile workforce by Crowd
Orchestration and Expert Circles

www.eitdigital.eu

Investment
- 230k Euro needed ( mainly for new team
members, e.g. Sales, Marketing, Development)

Team
Dr. TIM POLZEHL
CEO
ANDRÉ BEYER
CTO
Team of 4-5 FTEs at Crowdee /
TU-Berlin including Software Development,
Entrepreneurship

RoadMap
1 - Finish Marketplace MVP
- Pilots
2 - Customers
- Access to Finance
3 - Business Growth
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Cryptobrand
Rely on trusted information:
the anti-fraud digital platform enabling
the check for originality of documents
and products, also on the web

Keywords

Cryptobrand provides secured tags with certified information inside to protect third parties items, mainly printed
documents and products sold in physical stores and e-Commerce sites, while a tracking system operates “Brand to
End” to monitor their distribution.

B2B, Tracking,
Anti-Counterfeiting,
Security,
Digital Signature,
Encryption,
Trusted Info, Tags,
Mobile App, QR Code,
NFC,
Certification Authority,
Privacy

www.cryptobrand.com
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Product / Service
Cryptobrand provides to “Brands”
an Anti-Counterfeiting Digital Platform
“as a Service” and specific Tags to certify
the originality of printed documents
and products sold in stores or on the web.
The final users check for authenticity through its
smartphone and a specific App in order
to read the “coded” content of the Tags

Market
- Banks, Insurances, Public Administration,
Legal, Certification Office are interested
in printed documents protection
- Fashion, Luxury, Foods and Beverages,
Spare Parts, Pharmaceuticals,
Toys are interested in products protection

Status / Traction
- Beta 2 - Prototype completed
- First Customer: British Telecom integrates
at global level the Cryptobrand solution
in its suite of new services
for digital innovation in the Retail sector

Investment
- All the costs have been supported internally
by the co-founders team
- We are searching for a first round investment

Team
ROBERTO PITTIA
CEO
r.pittia@cryptobrand.com
MASSIMILIANO RIZZO
COO
m.rizzo@cryptobrand.com

RoadMap
1 - Fundraising/Partnership
- Ready to market version
2 - Marketing/Go to market
- POC in different sectors
3 - Internationalization
- Standardization

Key Success Factors
- Easy to use: smartphone is acting
as a “Detector” to certify both printed
documents and products sold in store
or on the web. Also in off-line
- Data are certified and managed
at highest level (with the support
of a primary Certification Authority)
- Italian patent and European patent pending

www.eitdigital.eu
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CryptTalk / Arenim Technologies
CryptTalk - secure calling and messaging service
to protect communication from eavesdroppers
CryptTalk is a VoIP communication service operating similarly
to Skype or Viber - the main difference is that call made
using CryptTalk is completely secure from eavesdroppers.
CryptTalk hinders the interception of users’conversations
by using the most advanced encryption and authentication
technologies. It has been created so that calls cannot be
deciphered even if the interceptor had access to the source
code of the application and administrator access to the
central servers.
The security of the solution has been proven by several
ethical hacking attempts, most importantly it has passed
the security review of the NCC Group with zero findings.
The solution provides peer-to-peer communication with
end-to-end encryption and provides maximum security
without the need for any special hardware. The multi-award
winning service is easy to use, provides superior sound
quality, comprehensive enterprise features and available
worldwide.

Keywords
Secure Calling,
Call Encryption,
Cryptography,
Secure
Communication,
Communication
Security

www.crypttalk.com
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Key Success Factors (2)

Product / Service
- CryptTalk is a new generation call and text
message encryption solution, which hinders
the interception of users’conversations
by using the most advanced encryption
and authentication technologies
- CryptTalk has been created so that calls cannot
be deciphered even if the interceptor had access
to the source code of the application
and administrator access to the central servers

Market
Industries with valuable information:
details of product research / price offers /
personal information about clients etc:
- Gas / Energy /Electronic industry
- Pharmaceutical research
- Banking / Private banking
- Multinational companies with several sites
on the world
- Law / Advisory firms

Status / Traction
Deployed for iOS platforms:
- Business version released 04.2014
- Version for individuals & SMEs released
11.2014
Security and reliability proven - security
assessments passed (Silent Signal, NCC, etc.)
Multi award winning technology
and solution
More than 5000 individual users engaged in 6
months in CEE only – 100% growth during last
6 months

Key Success Factors (1)
Expertise
- 15 Years of International IT, Telco & Security
Experience
- More than 100 successful projects with
50,000 VoIP endpoints deployed worldwide
across various sectors
- More than 100 million VoIP calls processed
with Arenim VoIP engine (2013)

www.eitdigital.eu

Technology
- Built on the most secure algorithms
- No backdoors
- Calls are not transmitted to a central server
- Independence from service providers, carriers
or networks
- Security assesment passed (NCC)

Investment
- No VC yet – Private Investment
by Management and private investors
- SUM: 1,4 mill EUR

Team
SZABOLCS KUN
Chief Executive Officer
szabolcs.kun@arenim.com
ATTILA MEGYERI
Chief Technology Officer
attila.megyeri@arenim.com
Dr. GYURI KARADY
Director of Business Development & Strategy
gyurikarady@arenim.com
PÉTER BARABÁS
Director of Software Development
peter.barabas@arenim.com

RoadMap
-

Localization to new languages (2015 Q3)
Preparation for international rollout (2015 Q4)
Release of customer portal (2015 04)
Release of Windows Phone version (2016 Q1)
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GuardSquare
The Experts in Mobile Application Protection
Mobile applications are becoming more and more important, but they are vulnerable and prone to attacks: reverse
engineering, piracy, data theft, and insertion of malware.
With these apps living on mobile devices, outside the control
of their developers, perfect protection is fundamentally impossible. However, by applying multiple layers of sophisticated protections, app publishers can significantly raise the
bar for attackers and make apps more secure.
We are the world’s leading provider of optimization and protection software for Java and for Android. We protect apps
against reverse-engineering and malware. We also make
apps more efficient and more compact. We develop and
support ProGuard, the successful open source obfuscator
for Java and Android. Proguard is part of Google’s Android
SDK. We also develop DexGuard, its specialized sibling for
Android. Our mission is to optimize and protect your applications, to save you time, effort, and money.
Our technologies and services are purchased and utilized
by the world’s largest companies in finance (more than 50),
software, hardware, security, gaming, media...

Keywords
Mobile Apllication
Protection,
Mobile Security,
Obfuscation,
Optimisation,
ProGuard,
DexGuard,
Mobile Banking,
Android,
Java

www.guardsquare.com
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Product / Service
- Optimization and protection software for Java
and Android.
- Protecting apps against reverse-engineering
and malware

Team
HEIDI RAKELS
CEO
ERIC LAFORTUNE
CTO

Key Success Factors
-

Application integrity
Platform integrity
Application resource protection
Size and performance improvements
Communication hardening
Application code protection

www.eitdigital.eu
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Jusp S.p.A
JUSP is a technology and sales
and marketing-driven mobile
commerce company

Keywords

The Company has developed a mobile commerce platform
targeted to medium and large enterprise customers. The
Company’s core technology centers on novel designs and
use of smart phone and PC based mobile POS. JUSP’s
solution is the most simple and flexible in the market, since
it works not only with all smartphones and tablets, but also
with more traditional PCs.

Mpos,
Market,
Mobile,
Pos,
Mobile,
Operating System

www.jusp.com
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Product / Service
Jusp offer a mPos solution optimized for mobile
commerce, focused on medium and large
customers:
- Integration with current legacy sales
and accounting application
- Tailor made solutions
- Personalized pricing
- Marketing VAS

Market
The mPOS Market:
- Analysts predict that the mPOS market
will grow by 50% per year until 2018. By 2018,
50% of total POS terminals (more than 38M)
will be mobile
- Mobile POS will not only drive the growth
of the POS market, but also displace current
traditional solutions

Status / Traction
- Fully functioning platform and analytics
platform
- Payment Services Agent
- Launched in Italy in September 2014, around
2.000 SMB enrolled in the first few months
- Good traction with corporate clients, despite
long sales and implementation cycle. Orders
for around 4.000 units have been collected,
but only around 300 are in the field

Key Success Factors
- Integration of Multi-Channel Payments
into Sales Application and ERP systems
- API to integrate Web browser and Windows
native applications
- Only “mobile” solution also working
with Windows PCs
- Payment Analytics andeasy to use Marketing
platform with info deriving from transaction
data

www.eitdigital.eu

Investment
- The company was founded in 2011
by Jacopo Vanetti and since 2012
is actively supported by business angels
investors that are a preminent part of the
management team (investment 500K€).
- In 2013 venture capital Principia SGR and Vertis
SGR became Jusp Shareholder‘s with a aorund
4 mln€ investment. Jusp was the 2013 most
funded italian start-up

Team
STEFANO CALDERANO
CEO
Senior Manager at McKinsey
Director of Retail at Banco Posta
Director of Marketing Retail at Banca Intesa
Director Retail&Private Division
at BNL BNP Paribas
JACOPO VANETTI
Founder and CTO
Founder of JC Studio (software house)

RoadMap
End of 2015:
- Hardware: another device will be integrated in
the platform
- Software: POS Software (verticals for
restaurants and fashion), CRM platform
- Regulatory Status: European Payment
Institution status
- International Expansion:
- France
- White label distribution agreement
- Coverage of multinational client in 		
several European country
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Keit
Anti-counterfeiting technologies
KEIT LTD is an innovative company that is active in the area
of security technologies against counterfeit. The company
holds Bulgarian, European, US and Euroasian patents and
patent pending applications protecting its proprietary
solutions for encrypted marking and unique coding using
laser marking or printing technology. KEIT LTD products and
services can be separated into the following groups:
1 - Marking systems - security enabled and customized
laser or printing systems including solutions for marking,
engraving, cutting, printing etc.
2 - Software for unique marking of machine and machine
parts, etc.
3 - Verification devices - special devices and smart phones
including verification software
4 - Consulting, customizing and integration for individual
customer installations

Keywords
Document protection,
brand protection,
laser marking

The significant advantages of KEIT’s products and services
are:
- TÜV-proofed high security - secure encryption process;
- Versatility - applicable for any kind of materials (metal,
paper, plastic, glass etc.);
- Flexibility - applied by various means - laser perforation,
laser engraving or printing; cost - a very competitive
price.

www.keit.bg
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Product / Service
- Documents counterfeiting protection
- Brand protection – protection of any kind
of products against counterfeit
- Passport personalization and numbering
equipment
- Laser marking of products and packaging
- Production and integration of laser marking
equipment into production lines

Market
- High level governmental security market
currently worth US$ 194.3 billion
- Global market for product protection is worth
more than US$130 billion with increase
of more than 12% per year

Status / Traction
- Ready products and references
from top customers
- Three new patent pending applications
- Ready land and documents for new production
facility
- Started communication with a partner
for representative in Far east region
- Currently developing new products

Investment
- Total of € 2M in two installments
- On a pre-money evaluation of € 8M
the investor acquires 20%

Team
VITAN GRANCHAROV
R&D
GEORGI ZELEW
CEO

RoadMap
- First year establishment of KEIT Ltd. Int.
Germany HQ , intensifying marketing
and sales, new production facility in Bulgaria
- Second year additional presence through sales
representatives or small offices in selected
countries
- Ongoing and expanding - developing new
products, patents and patent applications
support

Key Success Factors
Technologies:
- High security, versatility flexibility, cost
Products:
- Shorter delivery times, cheaper, highly
customizable

www.eitdigital.eu
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Kopjra Srl
Kopjra restores the rights of citizens,
enterprises, and institutions on the Internet

Keywords

Kopjra is a startup involved in the protection of IP and of
privacy, supported by TIM #WCAP accelerator and by the
University of Bologna.
Kopjra Anti-piracy SaaS is the first product Kopjra launched
aiming at customers of any size. It enables the users to
detect the online copyright infringements and to send
takedown notifices to the subjects involved in the unlawful
acts, in order to command the removal of the right infringing
content and to obtain damage refunding.
Kopjra’s proposal goes beyond the sole content removal
- top service offered by competitors - with the forensic
digital evidence acquisition procedures. These have been
designed according to main international standards, in
particular ISO 27037-2012 (“Guidelines for identification,
collection, acquisition and preservation of digital evidence”).
This feature has been realized with the support of the
University of Bologna and it will apply for PCT enforceable
in US, Japan, and EU.

Law Enforcement,
Web Forensics, Digital
Evidence,
Ip Protection,
Privacy Protection,
Copyright,
Web Crawling, Acr,
Machine Learining,
Dmca,
Takedown Notices,
C&D, Intelligence,
Piracy Analytics,
Big Data,
Damage Assessment

www.kopjra.com
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Product / Service
- Kopjra Anti-piracy SaaS
- Legal Tech Boutique consultancy

Market
-

Legal Technologies
Copyright protection
Trademark and patent protection
Privacy protection

Status / Traction
- One of the most important Italian TV
broadcaster is an acquired custmer
- Organizer of the first Italian Legal Technologies
conference

Key Success Factors
- First to offer ISO-compliant forensic digital
evidence acquisition
- Crawling enhanced with ACR technologies
- Deep knowledge and business driven view
of BitTorrent protocol
- Complete automation of services

Investment
-

EUR 11 K personal funding
EUR 25 K research grant from TIM #WCAP
EUR 42 K from Alfa13 BAN
EUR 149 K from TIM Ventures and CII2

Team
TOMMASO GROTTO
CEO
Digital forensics
Sales management
Product management
tommaso.grotto@kopjra.com
EMANUELE CASADIO
CTO
Project management
Software development
Infrastructure development
emanuele.casadio@kopjra.com

RoadMap
3Q15
- Forensic digital evidence
- Private SaaS release
4Q15
- Massice crawling
- Machine learning
1Q16
- ACR implementation
- Pubic SaaS release

www.eitdigital.eu
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qKey
Mobile 2-factor authentication
as secure as a SIM card

Keywords

qKey has developed the first mobile authentication token
that is certifiable at the same security level as a physical
smart card
reader! Users simply enter their 5-digit PIN in the app to
login/sign/pay/etc. qKey’s token can be used as second
factor when working on your computer and as out-of-band
authentication channel when working on your phone. If you
consider using a mobile 2 factor authentication solution,
then qKey is the most secure solution available worldwide
today.

Identification,
Authentication,
Banking, Mno, Telco,
Cryptography,
Omni-Channel,
Two-Factor
Authentication,
Out Of Band
Authentication,
Mobile,
Internet Of Things,
Apps

www.qkeysecurity.com
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Product / Service
Sole control authentication phones
- SIM card level security without using a SIM
card
- Available on all phones regardless of telecom
provider
The core product/technology is a virtual token
that can also be included in B2C authentication
in development environments and in IOT services

Market
Global Markets in:
- National e-identity schemes
- Banking
- Telecom
- Software development toolkit providers
Now traction in Netherlands and UK (existing
clients) and Italy

Status / Traction
-

Two customers: KPN & Digidentity
POC with major security vendor
POC with Major Dutch Bank
Included in EITD Digital FIDES consortium
with Telecom Italia and Poste Italiana

Investment
SEED round
Nearly €1m
Current series A requirement
€2m

Team
BORIS GORANOV
CEO
GUUS STIGTER
Project manager
TEAM
5 developers

RoadMap
1 - Pilots with KPN summer 2015
2 - Banking pilot Q4 2015
- POC in Trento region with Italian Telcos
		 in December 2015
3 - Full launch KPN Q1 2016

Key Success Factors
First mobile token in the world that is just as
secure as a bank card
- Proven by auditors
- Level 4 certified (QAA)
- Compliant with Stork 2.0
- For users:
- Easy to use
- No hardware required
- Reduces costs for providers

www.eitdigital.eu
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SecurityMatters
Rethink cybersecurity
SecurityMatters is an international company based in the
Netherlands delivering cutting-edge industrial network
monitoring, intelligence and protection technology that gives
insights into the customer’s ICS/SCADA and process control
network, operations and cybersecurity. SecurityMatters has
installations in all major critical infrastructure and smart grid
sectors, e.g., energy distribution and transmission system
operators. Its flagship product – SilentDefense – has been
used in production since 2011.

Keywords
Network Monitoring,
Situational
Awareness,
Analytics,
Process and Network
Validation,
Self-Learning,
Deep-ProtocolBehavior-Inspection

www.secmatters.com
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Product / Service
- SilentDefense ICS, a network monitoring
and situational awareness platform built
from the ground up for Industrial Control
Systems computer networks (Oil&Gas, Smart
Grid, water supply, transportation, chemical
and pharmaceutical, manufacturing, etc.)

Market
- Smart Grids, $1Bn worldwide
- Oil & Gas, $1Bn worldwide
- Water, $200M worldwide

Status / Traction
- EU-based gas transportation company
- US-based Independent System Operator The Boeing Company
- US-based utility
- Gartner’s 2014 “Cool Vender” in ICS security
and listed by Forrester as one of the few true
ICS security vendors

Investment
- Looking for strategic investments
from industrial organizations

Team
DAMIANO BOLZONI
CEO & co-founder
SANDRO ETALLE
President & co-founder
EMMANUELE ZAMBON
CTO & co-founder

RoadMap
1 - Business development in Germany
2 - OEM agreements with vendors
3 - Better market penetration in Industrial 		
Automation sector

Key Success Factors
- Unprecedented protection of critical assets
and industrial processes
- Self-learning system that detects advanced
cyber threats as well as misconfiguration and
policy violations
- Close collaboration with industry and research
- Fast and dynamic development cycle

www.eitdigital.eu
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sentryo
Sentryo
Sentryo ICS CyberVision protects critical
industrial networks against cyber attacks
and provides network managers
with full situational awareness

Keywords

Sentryo ICS CyberVision is a purpose-built solution (hardware & software) designed to protect critical command and
control networks.
Sentryo ICS CyberVision is a complete solution for monitoring the industrial control systems and detecting advanced
threats. It is based on a range of probes placed at key locations on the network which analyze the flow to extract
metadata. Data are then aggregated on the CyberVision
server which dynamically generates a network graph providing the manager with an always updated map of what’s
going on. The CyberVision server detects abnormal behaviors and triggers alarms for the process operators. Additionally the server records all events for forensic purpose and
provides dashboards to the security officer.
The first release of Sentryo ICS CyberVision will be released
in September 2015. Its development by the Sentryo team
has involved three beachhead customers who have made
an essential contribution to the user experience and adaptation to the industrial world.

Cyber Security,
Intrusion Detection
SCADA,
Industrial Control
Systems Data
Visualization,
Machine Learning,
Anomaly Detection
Internet of Things,
Industrial Internet,
Machine to Machine

www.sentryo.net
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Product / Service
Sentryo ICS CyberVision is a purpose-built
solution (hardware & software) designed
to protect critical command and control
networks

Market
Industry segments:
Critical Infrastructure owners in Energy,
process Industry, critical Manufacturing
and transportation
Geographies:
France, DACH, Middle EAST

Status / Traction
- Sentryo ICS CyberVision V1.0 commercially
released on Sept 1st 2015
- Roadshow to find 2 M€ from VC under
progress
- Two major customers (CEA, DCNS) already
landed as “beachhead customers)
- Strong customer traction 250 K€ deals
to be signed in Q4

Key Success Factors
- Build channel partner network
- Raise VC money to fund sales & Marketing
expansion
- Set up a sales and customer service team
in Germany
- Close partnership with Siemens
and/or Schneider or ABB

www.eitdigital.eu

Investment
- Company created with 250K€ equity
- 400K€ bank loans contracted in May 2015
- Currently looking for 2M€ Venture funding
from investors in France and in Germany
- Sentryo has been awarded 600K€ as R&D
subsidies from French government program to
fund future development
This sub is subject to prior capital raising

Team
THIERRY ROUQUET
President / Sales & Maketing
thierry.rouquet@sentryo.net
LAURENT HAUSERMANN
General Manager / Technicale
laurent.hausermann@sentryo.net

RoadMap
1 - September 2015
		 ICS CyberVision Version 1.0
2 - June 2016
		 Advanced detection
		 SmartGrid (61850 ) / OPC – UA support
3 - 2017
		 Software agent for systems
		 New protocol support (Bacnet…)
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SIS Software GmbH
SIS Software provides cutting edge crowd
management and communication solutions

Keywords

SIS Software provides their customers with cutting edge
technologies within the Crowd Management domain. Our
products range from sophisticated crowd monitoring systems over state of the art smartphone based communication tools to command solutions for more efficient mission
management. SIS solutions cover the whole spectrum from
analyzing the behavior of a crowd in real time to communicating with the crowd in a targeted fashion by means of
location based messages. For customer-internal use cases,
SIS provides the means to efficiently manage on-site personnel. Advanced artificial intelligence algorithms enable SIS
crowd monitoring solutions to automatically trigger alerts
when unusual activities within the crowd are recognized
thereby giving security forces more time to react accordingly in order to avoid serious incidents such as panics. All SIS
products are designed with the public’s privacy in mind and
conform to the strict German data protection laws.

Crowd Management,
Crowd Monitoring,
Crowd Sensing,
Messaging, Location
Based Messaging,
Geographic Content
Distribution,
Command Solutions,
Mission Management
Solutions

www.sis-software.de
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Product / Service
-

Crowd monitoring
Crowd management
Location based messaging
Crowd behavior analysis
Mission management solutions
Targeted citizen/visitor Communication
All SIS products are based on smartphone
technology

Market
-

City administrations
Large scale events
Theme parks
Safety & security organizations

Status / Traction
-

Product is functional
First customers are on board
Flagship customer: Dutch National Police
Currently in the process of business
development into new markets / acquiring
new customers

Key Success Factors
- Unique technology
- No need for the customer to invest
in expensive infrastructure
- Great flexibility and scalability

www.eitdigital.eu

Investment
- Product’s core technology was developed
with funding from the European Union during
an FP7 project
- Approx. 500.000 EUR investments
to bring the product to market
- Sources: founder’s personal funds, customers
pre-financing development, business angel

Team
TOBIAS FRANKE
CEO
Inventor of the Technology
Responsible for overall strategy
Dr. GERALD BAUER
Head of Emerging Technologies Lab
Responsible for developing new technologies
WACLAW LUKOWICZ
Vice Chairman
Former CEO of Siemens Medical Middle East
Responsible for business development

RoadMap
1 - Grow customer base
2 - Expand into new markets
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Tages Solidshield
TAGES SOLIDSHIELD offers disruptive
technologies to protect a software
against reverse engineering and modification
and targets the most exposed segments
of the software industry
(video games, defense sector and cyber security)
Exploiting the most advanced code obfuscation and anti
tampering technology (called code virtualization) and which
originated from the highly exposed major PC games Digital
Right Management (DRM), TAGES SOLIDSHIELD expands
its usage to un-explored segments (defense and cyber
security). Our value offer takes into account the critical
performance criteria (extension of the protected software
execution time) by delivering full visibility and control during
the seting. This is the condition for using virtualization is
severe execution environment such as defense sector. We
are also the first to use code virtualization to the exposedby-nature JAVA code and that represents a big leap in JAVA
code security. This performance controled solution has been
partially developped with the support of the French Ministry
of Defense and we are now expanding this defense activity
with key defense contractors and France and Italy.
A key asset of the technology is that it articulates power
with control and friction free workflow. In fact, no source
code change is required for the setting. The operator just
needs to select the sensitive portion of code he wishes to
protect. He can then optmize semi automatically the setting
with a clear visibility of the efficiency and its associated
performance impact.

Keywords
Code obfuscation,
DRM,
code virtualisation,
anti tampering
technology

www.solidshield.com
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Privacy, Security & Trust Business Community

Product / Service
- Software protection solution to prevent
its reverse engineering and its modification.
Two main techniques used: code virtualization
(transfer of syntax to confuse the reverser)
and partial remote execution
(code is not anymore accessible)
- Software licence management solution
to check and enforce the right of the users.
- World exclusive JAVA code security as well as
exclusive defense oriented solution

Market
- Video games: Preventing piracy of PC and
android games
- Cyber security (preventing code modification)
> An additional security laywer brought to
today’s market new needs
- Defense sector: Main contractor software
intellectual property protection (maintain
competitive advantage)

Status / Traction
- Major defense contractors are pretty much
interested and already working with us
- Full support from French Mindef
- Key disruptive technologies ALREADY
in the company and have a huge
valuation potential
- Contacts at major game publishers
- Very possible EXIT with BUYOUT by monster IT
actors (Oracle, Google) and our defense clients

Key Success Factors

Investment
- 750 Keuros to speed up the market
penetration and stabilize / consolidate
our technical assets (including patent writings)
- This is exchanged against 25% of the company
- Possible leverage with regional development
funds

Team
VINCENT LEFEBVRE
Gives the company its bearing and motion.
Paves the way for the technical development
to take place and meet the timeline. Sales.
Expert in defense and game market as well as IP
valuation
vincent@solidshield.com
GIANNI SANTINELLI
Super efficient ex hacker
Defines and manages the development. Software
architect with strong technology marketing skills.
gianni@solidshield.com

RoadMap
1 - Consolidate our penetration of very strong
defense actors
2 - Finalize our development for android
		 and PC game security
		 (totally disruptive technologies)
3 - Setup a agreement with major cyber
		 security vendors
- Create a sub in the USA
- EXIT

- We bring our markets the MOST efficient
solution (code virtualization) WITHOUT
its main drawback (performance degradation)
thanks to our semi automatic OPTIMIZATION
settup tool
- Friction free workflow > NO SOURCE CODE
CHANGE ARE EVER NEEDED

www.eitdigital.eu
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Business Community Team
WOLFGANG KNIEJSKI

Business Community Activity Leader
wolfgang.kniejski@eitdigital.eu

MARCO SENIGALLIESI

Business Developer, Strategy
marco.senigalliesi@eitdigital.eu

MATTEO CEVESE

Business Community Manager
matteo.cevese@eitdigital.eu

BRAM SPITZER

Business Developer
bram.spitzer@eitdigital.eu

JESUS CONTRERAS

Business Developer
jesus.contreras@eitdigital.eu

TOBIAS VAHLNE

Business Developer
tobias.vahlne@eitdigital.eu

FABIEN ASTIC

Business Developer
fabien.astic@eitdigital.eu

MIKLOS GABOR

Business Developer
miklos.gabor@eitdigital.eu
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Privacy, Security & Trust Business Community

info@eitdigital.eu

www.eitdigital.eu
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www.eitdigital.eu
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EIT Digital IVZW
Privacy, Security & Trust Business Community
22 Rue d’Arlon - 1050 Brussels BELGIUM

